“Your First Choice for Challenger Maintenance Management”
As the only Challenger specific consulting firm, Classic Challenger Consulting LLC, sets itself apart from the rest by
exclusively managing Challenger aircraft.

“We are, professional, Challenger maintenance managers.”

Other

consulting firms my make the same claim, but how good can they be, when they’ll service anything with wings?
With a background working in Corporate Flight Departments, all of our projects are
treated with integrity, and a pride in ownership. Challenger aircraft, no
matter the age or total time, are costly pieces of flying capital.
Unfortunately, if not maintained and managed properly, they can become a
very costly piece of hangar art. This is where our Challenger experience, benefits
our customers. Spending the last decade maintaining, and managing Challenger
aircraft, all the while fostering relationships throughout service and parts
network, we’ve negotiated numerous parts and labor discounts. These discounted rates are passed through to our
customers, thus quantifying their savings, reliability, and
aircraft availability. Traditionally, for an operator to leverage
the same benefits, they must employ their own, very costly,
Challenger

maintenance

manager.

By

making

our

management services available a la carte, we’ve enabled
operators to select only the additional coverage they need.
Whether you’re an existing operation, or a start‐up flight
department, the services offered by Classic Challenger Consulting LLC, will not only add value to your department and
aircraft, but also provide you with an additional level of Professionalism, you can’t afford, to operate without. From a
one‐time AOG call‐out, to a full maintenance management contract, Classic Challenger Consulting LLC. has the right
solution for you.

Available Services
On‐Site/Off‐Site Maintenance Management
AOG Technical Services and Management
Computerized Maintenance Tracking Oversight
Aircraft Pre‐purchase and Sales Preparation and Audits
New Department Setup and Organization
FAR135 Conformity and Manual Authoring
Managed Aircraft Utilization Oversight/Audits
Spares Procurement and Due‐Diligence

On‐Site Technical Services
Inspection Package Preparation and Oversight
Insurance/Lender Inspections and Audits
Maintenance Records Organizing and Digitizing
Service Bulletin/Modification Recommendations
Logbook Research and Rebuilding
Gap Coverage for Vacations or Unplanned Vacancies
Engine/Landing Gear Overhaul Scrap Review

WWW.CLASSICCHALLENGER.COM

PH: (702) 606‐3850

